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Abstract: Sputter-deposited Al/CuO multilayers are used to manufacture tunable igniters and
actuators, with applications in various fields such as defense, space and infrastructure safety. This
paper describes the technology of deposition and the characteristics of Al/CuO multilayers, followed
by some examples of the applications of these energetic layers.
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1. Introduction
Energetic materials are widely used to suddenly generate high amounts of thermal or mechanical
energy under an electrical, mechanical or thermal stimulus. As typical energetic materials,
nanothermites, which contain Al and oxide, have attracted much attention as they exhibit not
only better combustion efficiencies and better ignitability compared to traditional explosives, but also
their reaction outputs can be tuned, thanks to the selections of fuels, oxidizers, architectures and reactant
size, allowing multiple actions. Among nanothermites, sputter-deposited Al/CuO multilayers represent
interesting energetic thin film nanomaterials for tunable ignition, to replace old hot-wire ignitors.
In that context, our research group demonstrated several miniature pyrotechnical ignition devices
integrating Al/CuO multilayers within microelectromechanical systems (MEMS) based microheaters,
called pyroMEMS, for civilian and military applications such as triggering the inflation of airbags,
micro-propulsion systems, and arm and fire devices.
This paper briefly reviews the technological process, focusing on the sputter-deposition technique,
presents the properties of Al/CuO multilayered films, details the fabrication process flow of a
micro-igniter, and present examples of applications of pyroMEMS.
2. Al/CuO Multilayered Nanothermites
Two decades ago, the introduction of nanotechnologies enabled the emergence of a new class of
energetic materials called nanothermites that could play a great role in future society. Nanothermites
use raw materials that can be found in abundance, are low-cost and non-polluting (green materials).
They also exhibit better combustion efficiencies and better ignitability compared to typical CHNO
energetic mixtures, while being safer. Importantly, the reactions and ability to trigger specific actions
can be tailored by varying the size and composition of the oxide, allowing multiple applications.
Focusing on thermite multilayers, the overwhelming majority of works concern Al/CuO systems, as
they feature an exceptionally high-energy release with gaseous production.
2.1. Multilayers Deposition
Al/CuO thermite multilayers are mainly produced by the sputter-deposition technique [1–5], as
this provides excellent control over the layering and stoichiometry. Cupric oxide thin film is synthesized
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Figure 2. (a) Sustained combustion velocity in air of free-standing multilayers as a function of bilayer
thickness (total thickness t = 2 µm); (b) ignition time as a function of the electrical power sent through
the micro-heater for 5 bilayers of Al/CuO.
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To minimize the ignition energy, the substrate must be a good thermal insulator. We chose 500
µm thick 4-inches glass substrates AF32 (Schott AG, Mainz, Germany). After being cleaned in oxygen
plasma to remove surface contaminants, 300 nm thick titanium followed by 300 nm thick gold layers
are evaporated onto the glass substrate, and the filament is patterned using the lift-off technique.
Then the gold is chemically etched and patterned to define the Ti resistance and Au electrical pads.
Finally, Al/CuO multilayers are sputter-deposited through a silicon shadow mask. A photo of a
pyroMEMS thus manufactured is presented in Figure 3b.
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regardless of the duration of application of the power. This is simply explained by the fact that, below
regardless of the duration of application of the power. This is simply explained by the fact that, below
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as the onset reaction temperature.
This threshold highly depends on the heating surface area, and detailed results can be found in
[12].
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